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The Right Phrase for Every Situation…Every TimeThese days, it's not enough to work for a

good cause or worthy organization. If you want to receive funding from a corporation,

community, foundation, or government institution, it all comes down to one thing: your proposal.

With hundreds of ready-to-use “Perfect Phrases,” you'll quickly know the right words to use for

the three major sections of every successful grant proposal:How to introduce yourself, your

program, and your achievementsHow to describe your goals-and what funding will

accomplishWhat you should include as your supporting documentsWith this comprehensive,

user-friendly approach to grant writing, you'll be able to tackle the various proposal formats,

create a professional purpose statement, and back up your plan with solid data. Plus, you'll

discover some insider secrets that will really get the attention you want-and the funding you

need.
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MSH, “A Game Changer for the Grant Writer!. Bought this book on a whim when hearing about

it at a conference and it has been a game changer for our organization and our grants. So few

books have really great samples like this you can build off of. And it's laid out so well by every

specific section of the grant that it makes it easy to find what you're looking for. Wish there

were more great resources like this on the market for grant professionals.”

Melinda Bates, “Perhaps useful. It’s perfectly fine, but I ultimately (thus far, anyway) found it

unnecessary. I will however look through it again in the future, and may find it more useful. I

don’t regret buying it.”

Cricket, “An excellent resource that will enhance your grant writing efforts.. Resource is very

useful and informative. I learned a lot about tightening and condensing my narrative. Anything

by Dr. Beverly Browning is worth having in your grant writing library!”

IreneQ91690, “Very helpful. There are definitely perfect phrases, but I have to remember not to

use them verbatim because 1) funders have probably seen the same phrases hundreds of

times, and 2) that would be plagiarism.This book certainly helps the ideas flow and keep you

from writers block.”



Barbara, “Book. Interesting reading.”

Joan K Ashley, “I think this will help. Using for reference to help a non profit. I look forward to

having it many years.”

Masood Saeed, “Five Stars. A+++”

Wrightclaire, “Book. Well it's a great hint, logical but under the american versions, so not

unseful for UK grants really, but it gives a vague idea.”

nigal goodship, “Four Stars. Good”

Eric Wheeler, “Four Stars. great”

The book by John M. Bryson has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 250 people have provided feedback.
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